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Abstract
Presentation of the use of methodological instruments with a
semiòtic root for the development of marketing and advertising
projects.
Exposition of the work carried out for the creation of a ran-
ge of products for the Café San Marco brand. To develop this
range, generative semantic models were used. The use of what
is known as a 'semiòtic framework' allows deployment of a
repertoire of meanings referring to differentiated sensations. This
repertoire of meanings gave place to a repertoire of products
which allowed enrichment of the brand offer in a coherent man-
ner, while keeping the deeper values of the brand.
The development of a new product for
a brand in the food field
The development of a new product for a brand in the
food field, i.e. a new object of sense and sensations,
is always a delicate a f f a i r and, moreover, a ' r isk
enterprise'.
In fact, what is commonly known as product inno-
vation is structurally risk-bearing, as it reintroduces
the brand into an area of uncertainty and instability.
Launching a new product -be it true innovation or
a simple extension of an existing offer- is inscribed in
a powerful constraint system proper to the brand and
its position in a relations field:
- In the first place, constraints in regard to itself and
its identity: it is a question of conceiving a product,
here a 'sensory object', which keeps a link to the
previous brand offer state1 -as brand innovation
process is defined differentially in relation to what
it already proposes in terms of product offer- but
which renews brand identity expression while reflec-
ting its 'spirit',2 that is to say, what makes it recog-
nisable in time. Brand innovation process is thus
both difference and constancy.
- In regard to other protagonists in the concurrent
field: as the definition of a new product offer is
made with a view to creating difference and, thus,
value in regard to other market products.
- In regard to consumers' sense of meaning: this is a
risk because innovation modifies the nature of the
brand-customer contract, with no guarantee that
this new contract will be subscribed. In fact, this
difference introduced by innovation must have 'sen-
sory perception' by the client to exist, but must also
be 'positively approved'.1
- Finally, if it is a question of true innovation, it
must not be limited to a mere answer given to an
existing consumer demand (eg. different easy-open
coffee packets, as well as easy-pour spouts, prac-
tical solutions expected by consumers): innova-
tion is uncertainty as it must almost be invented
during the process, that is, during the investiga-
tion phase.
Quickly summed up, these are the different cha-
llenges in carrying out a new product proposition for
the San Marco brand, leader in Italian coffee.
Marketing problems set up
Marketing objectives
San Marco is an Italian coffee with robust elitist fla-
vour, deploying a power isotopy homogeneously expres-
sed through different levels of brand expression, espe-
cially in its advertising discourse. In semiotics, isotopy
is the recurrence of a single sense un i t in discourse,
expressed in different variations and giving coherence
and strength to the discourse.4
1
 FONTANll.LK, J. (1998). 'Ce que innover veut dire'. Sciences Humai-
nes, Vol. 88, Auxerre, p. 36-39.
2
 Fl.OCH, J. M. (1994). 'Lògiques de persuasion du consommateur
et lògiques de fidélisation du client'. Comment parler au consom-
mateur au jourd'hui et demain?, IREP, p. 7.
•' FONTANILLE, J. Op. at, p. 37 and 39.
4CO(JRïï;s,J. (1976). Sémiotiqíte narrative et discursive. Paris: Hachet-
re-Universite, p. 50-51.
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San Marco, a strong coffee in the top range in the
French market, must improve its consumption field
and recruit new consumers who, until now, have avoi-
ded this brand as they consider it a standard product
with overly strong flavour.
Brand objectives
Beyond wishing to develop market positions, for San
Marco it is a question of enlarging the brand's com-
petitive field, limited for the time being to its origin
product, and thus leave its 'elitist ghetto' which makes
it distant. By this will for renewal and expansion, the
challenge for the brand lies in exploiting its identity
potential. Because brand identity is dynamic, not sta-
tic. It is not reduced to a mere management in time of
'recognition signs' to be reproduced identically, but rat-
her quite the contrary, it contains, in itself, an innova-
tive strength which makes it 'a small sense-creating
engine, producing new signs and new products'.5
Product development for San Marco must thus con-
tribute to brand identity deployment both synaesthe-
tically (i.e. on the sensory plane) and synchretically, as
brand identity is susceptible to expression in several
languages of expression.6
Formulation of a problem in the field
of senses
How to conceive a 'less strong' variant of San Mar-
co to enlarge the consumer base without contradicting
the nature of Italian coffee itself and its imagination
framework (intense sensation, strong, powerful, pene-
trating, etc.)?
More precisely, how to introduce 'softness' in the
San Marco offer to create a new, attractive variant whi-
le respecting sensory quality proper to brand identity
and the Italian coffee field?
The challenge for the brand is thus leaving 'too
strong' without falling into 'not strong enough' or 'too
soft'.
We know in fact that this dilemma is pertinent in
the field of sensory experience: a too-strong flavour
neutralises taste, as it becomes a mere contact, a fee-
ling, the same as a too-soft flavour.7
Here, the new product generation process can lean
on the categories of sensory semiotics and dynamic
semiotics which allow the enrichment of marketing
reflection. This semiòtic approach is a recent inspira-
tion and has taken on the task of studying dynamic
phenomena, especially perceptive and dynamic ones,
subjacent in logical narrative (which is that of an orien-
ted action linking) and in discourse. It can thus take
on worlds more evolutive and more complex to defi-
ne than those classically invested by narrative semiotics.
For example, within 'classical' perspective semio-
tics, the problem of a 'less strong' coffee would be set
out in the following way, as narrative syntax: a trans-
formation operation that can take on the form of depri-
ving or acquiring. It is here that concepts of dynamic
semiotics can intervene to allow going further, in depth,
to define this problem.
Beginning again with the San Marco
brand identity
The investigation must surely begin with outstanding
elements of the San Marco brand identity. We cannot
develop this here and will only say that the San Mar-
co identity is deployed along values of elitism and purity:
refinement, prestige, tradition and demandingness.
To illustrate this value system, we will cite the pac-
kaging which places Michael Angelo's Omnipotent
God from The Creation, a classic Italian Renaisaance
masterwork, on a silver background. As to the adver-
tising discourse, it presents a contemporary seductive
Venetian aristocrat in his palace, at the height of matu-
rity, a guardian of family tradition, and notably res-
pectful towards San Marco coffee. However, he accepts
(or tolerates?) his young wife's sacrilege of daring to
dunk her dry biscuit in this noble drink...
Refinement is thus at the heart of the brand dis-
course, expressed at the figurative level by aristocra-
tic, refined, and cultured Italy.
But this continually claimed refinement, by means
of prestige Italianness which could induce a certain dis-
tance in those it is aimed at, is really eclipsed at the
sensory level by the strength and intensity of San Mar-
co coffee nowadays.
5
 FLOCH, J. M. Op. at.
* GREIMAS, A. J.; COURTÈS, J. (1993) Dictionnaire raisonné de la thé-
orie du langage. Paris: Hachette-Université, p. 374-375.
7
 FONTANII.LE, J. 'Modes du sensible et formes semiòtiques, Elements
de synthèse'. In: Séminaire Intersémiotique de Paris 1997-1998,
p. 34-35.
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Figure 1.
Actually, this problem of 'sensory tension' betwe-
en strength/softness seems to make up the sensorial
experience of coffee and its imagination framework.
In fact coffee, placed in a value field with values strongly
linked to intensity, strongly appeals, in a negative sen-
se, to the field of inverse values.8
This sensory tension is thus clearly expressed in the
San Marco 'identity programme', asserted on the brand
packaging:
'We Italians are coffee lovers. We like it strong, sub-
tle, and voluptuous, all at the same time.
With San Marco, I offer you the symbol of our pas-
sion, as impetuous as the Latin character, but as sub-
tle and refined as Michael Angelo's genius, and volup-
tuous as La Dolce Vita'.
strong/impetuous subtle/refined/volupruous
J
San Marco
semantic structures) is very frequent in advertising dis-
course and perfectly translates the base opposition
which shapes and articulates the coffee field: strong vs.
subtle.
But this 'mythic promise' is only imperfectly carried
out in the sense experience of San Marco coffee. In fact,
the subtlety/finesse axis is claimed and asserted within
the brand's communication narrative, more than really
proposed at the sensory experience level.
It is thus a question of reinvesting identity axis 'soft-
ness' and 'subtlety' potential contained in the brand
identity programme, to try to redefine the brand's refi-
nement expression and give it more body.
In fact, as we have already said, San Marco's aris-
tocratic refinement induces a distance which is resen-
ted by consumers. The new product's aim is therefore
to propose a more 'sensitive' and intimate refinement
experience which is not limited to a cultural and sta-
tute expression of refinement (the imagination of a cul-
tured and aristocratic Italy). The long-term project for
the San Marco brand could be tending to a sort of refi-
nement synthesis. At this stage, the promise of refine-
ment should at least be experienced by a consumer by
the alliance between what can be sensed and the inte-
lligible.
For this, the methodological approach adopted is
as follows:
we will deploy on a semiòtic box the sense category
underlying the axiology of Italian coffee and the San
Marco brand:
concentration dilution
From this semantic axis made up by articulation of
the two values, we can deploy sensory logic and their
potential, contained in the brand identity. This cate-
gory will effectively serve to give support for an explo-
ration and redefinition of methods for actualising San
Marco coffee's softness.
To overcome an obstacle in our problem (actuali-
sing San Marco coffee's softness) which brings up a pro-
blem for Italian coffee, we will think in terms of 'incre-
asing orientation' (more less = more less strong), and
not as was done traditionally in terms of 'diminishing
This discourse with 'mythic promise' in Levi-Strauss'
sense (i.e. which aims at conciliating contradictory
" FONTANllJ.i;, ).; Zvi.BEKHERG, C. 'Valence/Valeur'. In: Nonvcaiix
Actes Semiòtiques. Limoges: Pui.iM, pp. 46-47.
' ZYLBERBF.RG, C. (1998). 'Sémiotique de la douceur'. In: Seminaire
Intersémiotique de Paris, p. 20.
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orientation' (less more = less too strong), as recent inves-
tigation by C. Zylberberg on softness' suggest.
Thus, in this approach it is not a question of a break,
strictly speaking, in the deepest essences of San Mar-
co, but rather a renewed expression of what it is, of its
virtualities. This is an illustration of the semiòtic prin-
ciple of identity applied to brands, according to which
brand identity is a dynamic and generative concept:
the constancy of the 'deep essence' of a brand resides
not in permanence but in a renewing force to express
differently what it is according to circumstance, while
remaining coherent in itself.10
Proposed investigation model
Meaning positions induced by 'sense' axiology in San
Marco can be deployed as follows:
Concentrated
Dense
versus Tenuous/diluted
Diffuse
These 'sensory logics' mobilise to carry out the cate-
gory of blend and choice, which semiotics dynamics
takes from the anthropological principle of participa-
tion and exclusion, with their gradual dosages, to gene-
rate new possibilities of product proposition.
Concentrated position: the standard San
Marco product
The main aspects of this position are the following ones:
- Concentration of flavour and taste = exclusion of
additional components or sensation, actualising the
purity axiology: valency of tonicity.
- Immediacy of contact and of sensation, translated
as a near-absence of sensation progression. We could
speak here of violence of sensorial contact: a con-
tact which is almost a clash (valency of intensity).
This sensory position for San Marco does not tole-
rate 'opening' and blend well. It expresses a logic of
identity retreat".
We now enter the virtuality space of possible action
on sensory positions for San Marco.
Diffuse position
This is expressed in sensory terms by sensation diffu-
sion, both in time and space; and also by delicate, sub-
tle sensations which appeal to nuance for appreciation.
This position expresses a certain suppleness, a poten-
tial identity opening.
The tenuous position
Opposite the concentrated pole, actualises a sort of
dilution and dissemination, both of substance and sen-
sations felt. It actualises the weakening of concentra-
tion. The imagination framework of a 'tenuous' or dilu-
ted San Marco coffee is sensory impoverishment. This
is what we could call the logic of identity dilution, or
attenuation of San Marco's soul.12
The negation of the tenuous pole
Actualises the dense position, which opens the field of
'substantial' sensations, i.e. consistent and even enri-
ched, in regard to sensory attenuation subjacent in the
tenuous position.
Here we have a position based on identity renewal
logic.
Retreat identity
violent, pure, fast
Concentrated
Intensity '
v
Dense
enriched
substantial
progressive
Renewal identity
Disolution identity
impoverished, attenuated, weak
Tenuous/diluited
Extension
Diffuse
propagating
prolonged
subtle
Opening identity
This chart of sensory positions reveals a promising
field around the axis of the sub-opposites dense/diffu-
"' FLOCH, J. M. (1995). Identites visuelles. Paris: PUF, p. 38-39.
" FONTANILLE, J.; ZYLBERBERG, C. Op. at.
12
 ZYLBERBERG, C. Op. at. p. 20.
" ZYLBERBERG, C. Op. cit. pp. 3-6.
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se which allow exploring and actualising the potentials
of 'richness of softness' in San Marco coffee.
Diffuse/diffusion actualise what we could call the
softness of slowness." Diffuse can, in fact, renew the
expression of refinement by means of what we could
define as the softness of duration,14 of stretching, i.e. a
slow diffusion of sensations which we take the time to
savour, and prolonging them in time and space, which
is opposite to the violence and quickness of sensations
linked to strong coffee with body: diffuse appeals to
temporal and spatial stretching of pleasure. Here we
put into operation the increasing orientation of soft-
ness: 'more extension' instead of 'less intensity'. Dif-
fuse can also be expressed by sense subtlety, finesse and
flavour delicacy caused by extending them.
A hedonist perspective opens up in this field of calm
and lasting sensory pleasures, which deserves explo-
ration in full: it is the refined pleasure brought about
by suspending opposite senses linked to strong coffee,
the 'soft pleasure' of absence of sensory violence.
These indications allow us to elaborate a first pro-
duct clue: the Spirito of San Marco.
'Because you fully and unreservedly enjoy the aro-
ma of Italian coffee, San Marco offers its Spirito, a cof-
fee to be savoured without moderation, in large cups
like those you enjoy on Italian café terraces. It is an
aromatic, delicate, and fine Italian coffee, obtained
from the most subtle Arábiga, lightly roasted'.
The 'slowness of softness', its link to lastingness,
opens up another clue to product development sus-
ceptible of expressing refinement: the sensory increa-
se due to processes of time passing and to the 'patient
addition' of years.
Another clue to product development is then set up:
Roman Note.
'Long ago, in the cool of Roman villas, a unique
and refined coffee obtained by coffee-bean ageing tech-
niques was savoured. San Marco has reinvented this
coffee for you; its delicate, subtle aroma is obtained by
ancient ageing techniques. Preserved for many years,
the Arábiga coffee-beans are enriched with sublime fla-
vour'.
Dense, on the other hand, opens another sensory
field which we could call the softness of thickness.
The 'softening density' subjacent in this sensory
position can be actualised and expressed by texture
(unctuousness) and flavour (sugared). A promising clue
comes to light as well, which is the addition of a touch
of cocoa: unctuousness of texture and full chocolate
flavour which balances and enriches the strength of the
Arábiga.
Refinement is expressed by progressiveness, i.e. pro-
gressive and syntagmatic -that is, articulated- deploy-
ment of sensations and flavours: the coffee taste is
expressed first, soon releagated by a more unctuous,
unexpected texture (transition) which announces a final
chocolate flavour.
The sensory promise of refinement is also expres-
sed by the lastingness of pleasure (continuity in time)
expressed by duration, i.e. the duration on the palate
of the unctuousness and flavour of cocoa. Finally, to
this refinement of sensations, a rich imagination fra-
mework of voluptuousness and hedonism is added.
The Mocao concept
'Because for you real Italian coffee is a subtle blend of
strong aromas and delicate flavours, San Marco offers
you its 'nectar', Mocao: a true Italian coffee enriched
with the unctuousness and the delicately sugared scent
of a touch of cocoa. Mocao is a slow roast which gives
the Arábiga and cocoa beans time to intimately blend
their aromas'.
Intensity
Concentrated versus Tenuous/Diluited
. Dense versus Diffuse
enriched propagated
substantial prolonged
progressive subtle
Softness of thickness Softness of slowness
Extension
Blend 'intimate'
arábiga
cocoa beans
Mocao
'extension' blend 'unstressed'
of sensations years
Spirito Note Romainc
J
San Marco refinement aesthetics
M
 See the semiòtic notion of durabil i ty: GREIMAS, A. J.; COURTIS, |.
('1993). Dictionnaire raisonné de la théorie du langage. Paris: Hachet-
te-Universite, pp. 111-112.
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Other clues could very probably be developed and
detailed from this model.
We can see here the operational interest of recent
semiòtic research which allows, within the framework
of a reflection around product development, a renewal
of the understanding of the sensory field of softness
pas
c est normal.
Da ï m s'adresse
aux gens beaUX et
intel·ligents.
Figura 2.
Si vous n aimez
pas
aueune importance
Vot re avis
and a doubt as to the a priori quality linked to soft cof-
fee.
Thanks to the semiòtic look which displaces the
usual point of view, we have been able to approach
unexpected resources and the richness of the softness
concept. Moreover, current research brings to light the
intense and even violent aspect of softness15, also ope-
ning perspectives on the field of sensory exploitation,
but also for all kinds of language of expression which
could wish to renew the perception and representation
of softness.
In this sense, we can quote a recent advertising cam-
paign for a product whose position seems to illustrate
this subversive and unexpected aspect of softness:
Everything in this campaign (signature, references,
visuals, name and package graphics) actually expres-
ses 'softness' by means of a certain violence, especially
expressed by a break in continuity of established and
expected facts about softness: an intense shock... (fig.
2,3,4).
Conclusions
By means of this applied research, we can glimpse pers-
pectives which the use of semiòtic concepts or tools
can offer, especially in the field of the senses, to frame
and dynamise an idea -generating process for a wide-
consumption product.
Another conclusion, this one relating to the main
role played by the concept of identity in brand mana-
gement: we confirm that, by this renewal and reconfi-
guration of the product it offers, the San Marco brand
stays faithful to itself in spite of everything -as showed
in consumer tests carried out on product concepts-
while generating new product propositions different
from existing ones, but which nevertheless transmit the
same 'spirit'. The brand identity does not thus mean
staying the same, but rather an ability to remain itself
while changing.
To conclude the issue of innovation, we will under-
line that product development around softness seem
to achieve major characteristics of innovation which
is reconfiguring value systems it is inscribed in:16 in fact,
in the San Marco case, it manages to displace the value
Figura 4.
" ZYLBERBERG, C. Op. at. p. 20 ff.
" FONTANILE, J. (1998). 'Ce que innover vent dire'. In: Sciences
Humaines, vol. 88, Auxerre, pp. 36-39.
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of the 'aesthetics of intensity and strength' to those of
'aesthetics of refinement'.
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